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a b s t r a c t

Although executive dysfunction is the characteristic cognitive marker of behavioral variant

frontotemporal dementia (bvFTD), episodic memory deficits are relatively common, and

may be present even during the prodromal disease phase. In a cohort of mutation carriers

with mild behavioral and/or cognitive symptoms consistent with prodromal bvFTD, we

aimed to investigate patterns of performance on an abbreviated list learning task, with a

particular focus on recognition memory. We further aimed to characterize the cognitive

prodromes associated with the three major genetic causes of frontotemporal dementia, as

emerging evidence suggests there may be subtle differences in cognitive profiles among

carriers of different genetic mutations. Participants included 57 carriers of a pathogenic

mutation in microtubule-associated protein tau (MAPT, N ¼ 23), or progranulin (GRN,

N ¼ 15), or a or a hexanucleotide repeat expansion in chromosome 9 open reading frame 72

(C9orf72, N ¼ 19), with mild cognitive and/or behavioral symptoms consistent with pro-

dromal bvFTD. Familial non-carriers were included as controls (N ¼ 143). All participants

completed a comprehensive neuropsychological examination, including an abbreviated list

learning test assessing episodic memory recall and recognition. MAPT mutation carriers

performed worse than non-carriers in terms of list recall, and had difficulty discriminating

targets from distractors on the recognition memory task, primarily due to the endorsement

of distractors as targets. MAPT mutation carriers also showed nonverbal episodic memory

and semantic memory dysfunction (object naming). GRNmutation carriers were variable in

performance and overall the most dysexecutive. Slowed psychomotor speed was evident in

C9orf72 repeat expansion carriers. Identifying the earliest cognitive indicators of bvFTD is

of critical clinical and research importance. List learning may be a sensitive cognitive

marker for incipient dementia in MAPT and potentially a subset of GRN carriers. Our results

highlight that distinct cognitive profiles may be evident in carriers of the three disease-

causing genes during the prodromal disease stage.

© 2021 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Frontotemporal lobar degeneration (FLTD) is a pathological

process that results in progressive atrophy of the frontal and

temporal lobes, and presents clinically most often as fronto-

temporal dementia (FTD). Around one third of all FTD cases

have a strong family history (Goldman score �3), and 10e15%
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follow a known autosomal dominant inheritance pattern

(Greaves & Rohrer, 2019). The main genetic causes of FTD are

mutations in microtubule-associated protein tau (MAPT) or

progranulin (GRN), or a hexanucleotide repeat expansion in

chromosome 9 open reading frame 72 (C9orf72), all of which

are highly penetrant (Onyike & Diehl-Schmid, 2013). Studying

pathogenicmutation carriers is considered the ‘gold standard’

for characterizing the prodrome of FTD because pathology can

be predicted. Understanding the disease prodrome is critical

in the context of clinical trials, which are set to begin immi-

nently with genetic mutation carriers among the first

enrolled; thus, measures that can accurately pinpoint pro-

dromal changes are increasingly sought after. Furthermore,

early detection of clinicalmanifestations of disease, especially

in familial cases, is increasingly recognized as important for

optimal patient care, as it can guide early counselling and

management strategies.

The vast majority of genetic FTD cases present with the

clinical phenotype of behavioral variant FTD (bvFTD), though

occasionally with a primary language or motor phenotype.

BvFTD is a progressive disorder primarily affecting behavior,

personality, and social cognition. The hallmark behavioral

changes in bvFTD include apathy and socially inappropriate

behavior (Neary et al., 1998; Rascovsky et al., 2011). According

to the most recent bvFTD diagnostic criteria (Rascovsky et al.,

2011), the neuropsychological profile includes executive

dysfunction (i.e., deficits in higher-order cognitive skills such

as planning, generation, reasoning, cognitive switching, etc.)

in the context of relatively preserved episodic memory and

visuospatial skills. In some cases, episodic memory dysfunc-

tion may tilt clinicians away from a diagnosis of FTD and to-

wards dementia due to Alzheimer’s disease. Despite this,

episodic memory dysfunction may be present in a significant

subset, even up to half, of bvFTD cases at some stage during

the disease course (Bertoux et al., 2014, 2018; Fern�andez-

Matarrubia et al., 2017; Hornberger, Piguet, Graham, Nestor,

& Hodges, 2010; Hornberger & Piguet, 2012; Johnen &

Bertoux, 2019; Poos, Jiskoot, Papma, Swieten, & Berg, 2018).

In fact, emerging evidence suggests it may be one of the first

domains affected in bvFTD (Ramanan et al., 2017; Schubert,

Leyton, Hodges, & Piguet, 2016), including in carriers of

FTLD-associated genetic mutations (Cheran et al., 2019;

Jiskoot et al., 2016, 2018; Lee et al., 2017; Olney et al., 2020).

However, in determining the frequency and nature of early

episodic memory1 weaknesses in genetic FTD, differences in

cognitive profiles among genetic mutations need to be

considered (Poos et al., 2020; Rohrer et al., 2015).

A small number of studies have presented detailed cogni-

tive profiles of MAPT, GRN, and C9orf72 carriers, some with

dementia and some in the preclinical or prodromal phase.

Note that most studies of genetic mutation carriers do not

stratify by clinical phenotype due to limited numbers and

overlap between phenotypes. Nevertheless, given the frontal

lobe involvement in FTLD, it is not surprising that executive
1 For the purpose of this paper, we define ‘episodic memory’ as
the learning of new information, as tested via list learning tasks,
story memory, or complex figure recall. We note that there is no
evidence of an autonoetic dimension at play in these
assessments.
dysfunction and generative (e.g., verbal fluency) impairments

have been found in mutation carriers across all three genes at

the preclinical and dementia stages of disease (Snowden et al.,

2015; Staffaroni, Bajorek, et al., 2020). The cognitive weak-

nesses most characteristic of MAPT mutation carriers are in

object naming/semantic memory and social cognition, and

episodic memory difficulties have also been consistently re-

ported (Cheran et al., 2019; Jiskoot et al, 2016, 2018; Olney et al.,

2020; Pickering-Brown et al., 2008; Poos et al., 2020; Rohrer

et al, 2010, 2015; Spina et al., 2008). GRN mutation carriers

may also display episodic memory deficits (Jiskoot et al., 2016;

Rohrer et al., 2008; van Swieten & Heutink, 2008), and have

been shown to be apraxic (Le Ber et al., 2008; Pickering-Brown

et al., 2008; Snowden et al., 2015), have working memory

problems (Hallam et al., 2014; Rohrer et al., 2015), andmight be

the most severely dysexecutive of the three (Pickering-Brown

et al., 2008; Poos et al., 2020). C9orf72 repeat expansion carriers

seem to have a less distinctive, more ‘diffuse’, and potentially

milder pattern of deficits, spanning the domains of episodic

memory, executive function, processing speed and language

(Lee et al., 2017; Mahoney, Beck, et al., 2012; Mahoney,

Downey, et al., 2012; Poos et al., 2020). Variation in cognitive

profiles among mutation groups can partly be explained by

phenotypic variability (e.g., logopenic and nonfluent variants

of primary progressive aphasia are more common in GRN

carriers), but cognitive differences among mutations are still

apparent when the samples are restricted to bvFTD pheno-

types (Poos et al., 2020).

Despite the cognitive variability among genetic groups,

episodic memory difficulties, in terms of delayed recall, have

been documented during the presymptomatic and early

symptomatic disease stage in carriers of all three genetic

mutations (Cheran et al., 2019; Jiskoot et al., 2016; Lee et al.,

2017). These findings are largely based on free recall of word

lists, suggesting that list learning task performance may be a

useful marker of early cognitive decline in genetic carriers.

However, the extent to which such impairment reflects

memory (i.e., amnestic) deficits per se in genetic bvFTD is un-

known. Free recall also relies heavily on sustained, effortful

retrieval of information. Hence, free recall is highly suscepti-

ble to apathy, variable effort, or executive dysfunction, as well

as semantic memory or language impairments, all of which

can be present in bvFTD.

Recognition memory, a relatively less examined aspect of

episodic memory in prodromal bvFTD, requires discrimina-

tion between learned targets and distractor items. Recognition

measures are more structured, examiner-guided memory

paradigms, which allow problemswith effortful retrieval to be

overcome by cueing (i.e., presenting the target stimulus as a

recognition option) (Johnen & Bertoux, 2019), and may there-

fore provide more direct insight into memory integrity. Pre-

liminary evidence suggests that early symptomatic MAPT

mutation carriers are less successful at discriminating be-

tween targets and distractors than controls, and there is thus

speculation that there may be true amnesia in bvFTD caused

by MAPT mutations (Cheran et al., 2019; van den Berg et al.,

2020). However, recognition memory paradigms have unique

susceptibilities to cognitive deficits outside of the memory

domain. Close examination of error types [e.g., ‘misses’

(missing the target) vs ‘false positives’ (endorsing a distractor
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as a target)], can be informative, as false positives have been

linked to executive problems (Flanagan et al., 2016) and se-

mantic memory problems (van den Berg et al., 2020). No study

to date has explored errors in recognition memory perfor-

mance in prodromal bvFTD and potential differences among

mutation carrier groups. Investigating the relative contribu-

tions of semantic and executive problems, alongside true

amnestic deficits, to weakened performance on list learning

tasks can help shape clinical recommendations or manage-

ment strategies (e.g., presenting information in a different

way to aid semantic problems, assistance with planning for

executive dysfunction, writing down information to help with

amnesia).

A clear understanding of the earliest cognitive symptoms

of genetic bvFTD, including any differences among genetic

mutations, is critical and timely with clinical trials on the

horizon. Reduced performance relative to controls on list

learning tasks has been reported in carriers of all three

disease-causing genes; thus, we aimed to cross-sectionally

investigate whether an abbreviated list learning task is a

useful candidate tool to signal incipient bvFTD in pathogenic

MAPT mutation, GRN mutation and/or C9orf72 repeat

expansion carriers. We expected that all three carrier groups

would display reduced recall compared to non-carriers, with

MAPT mutation carriers showing the greatest reduction

(Poos et al., 2020). Furthermore, we examined recognition

memory performance in the three prodromal mutation

carrier groups to determinewhether any retrieval difficulties

can be overcome with a stimulus cue, which would suggest

an absence of true amnesia. Again, based on previous liter-

ature (Cheran et al., 2019; Rohrer et al., 2015), we hypothe-

sized that MAPT mutation carriers would show the weakest

performance of the three carrier groups. Finally, we assessed

a range of additional cognitive functions in the three carrier

groups for the purpose of 1) identifying cognitive dysfunc-

tions that may contribute to performance on episodic

memory tasks, and 2) characterizing the broader cognitive

prodromes of bvFTD due to MAPT and GRN mutations and

the C9orf72 repeat expansion.
2. Materials and methods

In the following sections we report how we determined our

sample size, all inclusion/exclusion criteria, and all measures

in the study. Inclusion/exclusion criteria were established

prior to data analysis.

2.1. Participants and clinical evaluation

Participants were enrolled in Advancing Research and Treat-

ment for Frontotemporal Lobar Degeneration (ARTFL; U54

NS092089) and/or Longitudinal Evaluation of Familial Fronto-

temporal Dementia Subjects (LEFFTDS; U01 AG045390)

studies; both are now incorporated into the ARTFL LEFFTDS

Longitudinal Frontotemporal Lobar Degeneration (ALLFTD;

U19 AG063911) consortium. Details regarding the recruitment,

clinical and neuropsychological assessment, clinical/genetic/

imaging characterization, and other procedures are published

elsewhere (Boeve et al., 2020; Heuer et al., 2020; Kornak et al.,
2019; Miyagawa, Brushaber, Syrjanen, Kremers, Fields, et al.,

2020; Miyagawa, Brushaber, Syrjanen, Kremers, Wszolek,

et al., 2020; Olney et al., 2020; Ramos et al., 2020; Rosen,

Boeve, & Boxer, 2020; Staffaroni, Cobigo, et al., 2020). DNA

was collected for genotyping of FTLD-associated genes

(Ramos et al., 2020). Based on the data frozen in January 2020, a

total of 211 participants, including prodromal mutation car-

riers and familial non-carriers, were identified for inclusion.

Of the current sample, 68 were identified as carriers of a

pathogenic variant of the MAPT, GRN, or C9orf72 genes with

mild cognitive and/or behavioral symptoms consistent with

being in the prodromal phase of disease (see below), and 143

were familial non-carriers (i.e., have a known autosomal

dominant FTLD-causing genetic mutation in their family, but

do not carry the mutation). Because the focus of the current

study is on prodromal bvFTD, and motor or language pheno-

types can complicate interpretation of neuropsychological

scores, participants deemed by the evaluating clinician as

displaying a primary, secondary or tertiary clinical phenotype

of amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS), primary progressive

aphasia (PPA), corticobasal syndrome (CBS), or progressive

supranuclear palsy (PSP) were excluded from all analyses

(n ¼ 10). One participant who carried both a C9orf72 repeat

expansion and a GRNmutationwas also excluded, resulting in

a final carrier group of N ¼ 57 (MAPT ¼ 23; GRN ¼ 15;

C9orf72 ¼ 19) (see Table 1).

Neurologists completed clinical evaluations and neuro-

logical examinations with all participants at one of 18 study

sites across the United States. Symptom severity was deter-

mined via the National Alzheimer’s Coordinating Center

(NACC) Clinical Dementia Rating (CDR®) þ FTLD module

(Knopman et al., 2008), which is abbreviated to CDR®þNACC

FTLD, as per Miyagawa et al. (2020). The CDR®þNACC FTLD

requires the evaluating clinician to assign a rating of 0e3

indicating symptom severity (0 ¼ none, .5 ¼ questionable,

1 ¼ mild, 2 ¼ moderate, 3 ¼ severe) in the six CDR® domains

of Memory, Orientation, Judgment & Problem Solving, Com-

munity Affairs, Home&Hobbies, Personal Care (Hughes, Berg,

Danziger, Coben, & Martin, 1982), plus two supplemental do-

mains of Behavior and Language. An algorithm combines all

domain ratings into a global score (0e3) (Miyagawa,

Brushaber, Syrjanen, Kremers, Wszolek, et al., 2020). In line

with our aim to investigate prodromal cognitive changes, a

global CDR®þNACC FTLD score of .5 was an inclusion crite-

rion for the mutation carrier group; that is, all mutation car-

riers were judged by the evaluating clinician to have cognitive

and/or behavioral changes consistent with the prodromal

phase of disease. We discuss this cohort as ‘prodromal bvFTD’

because 1) the vastmajority of carriers of a pathogenic variant

of the MAPT, GRN, or C9orf72 genes go on to develop a bvFTD

phenotype (Snowden et al., 2015), and 2) we excluded

clinician-assigned motor and language phenotypes (ALS, PPA,

CBS, PSP). Indeed, where longitudinal data were available

(n¼ 41; 70% of the sample), 80% (n¼ 33) progressed to bvFTD or

a displayed a stable mild behavioral impairment. The

remaining 20% (n¼ 8; 1MAPT, 3 GRN, 4 C9orf72) were judged to

display a predominantly cognitive presentation, or behavioral

changes that appeared ‘less stable’ over time (i.e., bounced

between CDR®þNACC FTLD of .5 and 0 across multiple visits).

All non-carriers were rated as a global CDR®þNACC FTLD of 0,



Table 1 e Demographics of the MAPT, GRN and C9orf72
groups and non-carriers.

Non-carriers
n ¼ 143

MAPT
n ¼ 23

GRN
n ¼ 15

C9orf72
n ¼ 19

Age

Mean (SD) 49.5 (11.7) 48.4 (9.9) 61.9 (9.9)* y 56.6 (9.2)*

Range 30e80 31e67 49e80 36e74

Education

Mean (SD) 15.8 (2.5) 15.7 (2.9) 15.4 (2.8) 14.7 (2.7)

Range 12e20 12e22 12e20 12e20

Sex (M:F) 57:86 14:9 7:8 6:13

CDR®þNACC

FTLD Sum

of Boxes

Mean (SD) 0 (0) 1.59 (1.01) 1.42 (.80) 1.73 (1.08)

Range 0e0 .5e3.0 .5e3.0 .5e3.0

Note. Age and education are in years. * ¼ significant difference

versus non-carriers pTukey < .05; y ¼ significant difference versus

MAPT pTukey < .05. Non-carriers were not included in the

CDR®þNACC FTLD Sum of Boxes ANOVA.
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considered ‘clinically normal’, and selected to be � 30 years

old. Over 97% of the current cohort self-identified as white/

Caucasian.

The ARTFL/LEFFTDS/ALLFTD studies received local ethics

approval through individual study sites; all participants or

their surrogates provided informed written consent.

2.2. Neuropsychological assessment

All participants completed a neuropsychological assessment

in a quiet room, administered by certified study personnel.

Participants were monitored for signs of distress or fatigue,

which would prompt a discontinuation of testing.

The primary cognitive outcomewas an abbreviated version

of the California Verbal Learning Test Second Edition (Delis,

Kaplan, Kramer, & Ober, 2000) (CVLT-SF), which assesses

learning, recall and recognition memory in the form of a

verbal list learning task. The CVLT-SF comprises four learning

trials of nine words, which belong to three semantic cate-

gories (fruits, clothing, tools). After a 10-min delay there is a

free recall trial and a cued recall trial (category cue). Finally,

there is a recognition component inwhich the examiner reads

a list of the nine target words (e.g., blueberry, shoe), nine

semantically-related foils (e.g., pear, skirt), and nine unrelated

foils (e.g., cloud, knee),2 and the participant indicates whether

each word was on the original target list. To assess learning

and recall memory we derived the following metrics: total

immediate recall (total number of correct words recalled

across all learning trials); total intrusions (total number of

non-target words across learning trials); delayed free recall

(number of correct words recalled after a 10-min delay); per-

centage of final learning recalled after delay [percent

retention ¼ (delayed recall/final learning trial total correct) *

100]; cued recall (number of correct words recalled after a

category cue). From the recognition component, we calculated

total correct hits (number of targets correctly identified), false
2 Note that these stimuli are for example purposes only and are
not the actual stimulus items.
positives (number of foils incorrectly identified as targets,

either semantically-related or unrelated), the ability to

discriminate between targets and foils {discriminability

index ¼ 1-[(target misses þ false positives)/27]}. A measure of

response bias was also included, which is the tendency to

favor ‘yes’ or ‘no’ responses (¼all ‘yes’/all ‘no’), and is theo-

retically distinct from discriminability in that a participant

could have poor discriminability but no response bias (Kramer

et al., 2005).

Additional tests from the NACC Uniform Data Set (UDS)

v.3.0 battery were also administered in order to obtain more

detailed cognitive information. The Craft Story 21 immediate

and delayed (20 min) recall provided a measure of narrative

episodic memory, and we calculated the percentage of infor-

mation retained after the delay [(delay/immediate) *100]. The

Benson Complex Figure copy and delayed (10e15min) recall

assessed visuospatial skills and nonverbal memory, respec-

tively, and again the percentage of information retained was

calculated [(recall/copy) *100]. The Multilingual Naming Test

(MINT) assessed confrontation naming. Verbal fluency tasks

provided measures of verbal initiation and generation with

either a semantic/category (animals) or phonemic/letter (F, L)

cue. Trail Making A gauged psychomotor speed, Trail Making

B assessed executive function (set-shifting), and Trails B/A

ratio score was computed to separate the executive set-

shifting component of Trails B from psychomotor speed

(Arbuthnott & Frank, 2000). Number Span forward and back-

ward provided measures of auditory attention and working

memory, respectively. Finally, global cognition was assessed

with the Montreal Cognitive Assessment (MoCA), which is a

screening tool designed to briefly assess orientation, memory,

visuospatial skills, executive function, attention, working

memory, and language (Nasreddine et al., 2005).

2.3. Statistical analyses

All statistical analyses were performed using JASP version

.11.1.0 or IBM SPSS version 26 software. Means and standard

deviations were computed for all demographic and cognitive

variables. To investigate demographic differences between

groups, we ran one-way between-groups (MAPT vs GRN vs

C9orf72 vs non-carriers) ANOVAs with education and age as

the outcome variables, and the ChieSquare test of indepen-

dence to determinewhether there was a relationship between

group and sex. We conducted a one-way between-groups

(MAPT vs GRN vs C9orf72) ANOVA with CDR®þNACC FTLD

Sum of Boxes (sum of individual domain scores) as the

outcome variable, to determine whether there were differ-

ences among mutation carrier groups on this more fine-

grained estimate of disease severity. To examine primary

memory outcomes and broader cognitive performance in the

genetic mutation carrier and non-carrier groups, we con-

ducted a series of one-way between-groups (MAPT vs GRN vs

C9orf72 vs non-carriers) ANCOVAs, with memory and cogni-

tive scores as the outcome variables, and age, sex, and edu-

cation as covariates. Omnibus tests that were significant or

trending towards significance (p¼ .051e.060) were followed up

with post-hoc t-tests, and Tukey-corrected p-values are re-

ported for these post-hoc analyses. Group difference esti-

mates and Tukey-corrected 95% confidence intervals (CIs) are
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also reported. For each of the ANOVA and ANCOVA models

and corresponding post-hoc t-tests, a family-wise significance

level of a ¼ .05 was used. For all other analyses, the signifi-

cance level of a ¼ .05 was used.
3. Results

3.1. Demographics

The groups differed in age [F (3,196) ¼ 7.61, p < .001]. Consistent

with the literature (Rohrer et al., 2015), the GRN group was

significantly older than the MAPT group (Mean

Difference ¼ 13.43, 95% CI ¼ 3.84, 23.02, pTukey ¼ .002) and non-

carriers (Mean Difference ¼ 12.35, 95% CI ¼ 4.51, 20.19,

pTukey<.001). The C9orf72 group was estimated to be > 7 years

older than non-carriers (Mean Difference ¼ 7.11, 95% CI ¼ .06,

14.17, pTukey ¼ .047), and the MAPT group (Mean

Difference ¼ 8.20, 95% CI ¼ �.76, 17.15, pTukey ¼ .086), though

only theC9orf72 versusnon-carrier comparisonwas statistically

significant at the family-wise a ¼ .05 level. There were no sig-

nificant group differences in years of education,3 F (3,196) ¼ .95,

p ¼ .420, disease severity as estimated by CDR®þNACC FTLD

Sum of Boxes,3 F (2,54) ¼ .44, p ¼ .644, nor sex distribution,

c2(3) ¼ 6.61, p ¼ .203 (all post-hoc comparisons p > .05).

3.2. Neuropsychological assessment

Means and standard deviations for all cognitive variables are

provided in Table 2. Omnibus test results, as well as group

difference estimates and 95% CIs for the post hocs discussed

in text, are available in Table 3 (see Appendix A Figure A for

descriptive CVLT-SF figures; for the full set of post hoc com-

parisons see Supplemental Tables 1 and 2). On the CVLT-SF, in

terms of learning and recall, we found statistically significant

group differences on the following metrics: total immediate

recall, delayed free recall, percent retention, and cued recall.

TheMAPT group had significantly lower total immediate recall

than non-carriers. On delayed free recall, the MAPT group

retrieved significantly fewer words than non-carriers and the

C9orf72 group. Estimates indicated that the MAPT group also

recalled fewer words than the GRN group, but this was not

statistically significant. The MAPT group retained a lower

percentage of information than non-carriers, C9orf72, and

GRN. The MAPT group also recalled fewer words with a cate-

gory cue compared to non-carriers, and although estimates

indicated that the MAPT group performed below C9orf72 and

GRN on cued recall, group differences were not statistically

significant. The number of intrusions was not statistically

different among groups, and all estimated mean group dif-

ferences were <1, indicating limited clinical impact.
3 Given the non-significant F-statistics, Bayesian ANOVAs
(priors based on Cauchy distribution) were conducted to deter-
mine evidence for the null hypothesis. Education: BF10 ¼ .143,
meaning the data are ~7 times more likely under the null hy-
pothesis (BF01 ¼ 1/.143 ¼ 6.99). CDR® þ NACC FTLD Sum of Boxes:
BF10 ¼ .194, meaning the data are ~5 times more likely under the
null hypotheses (BF01 ¼ 1/.194 ¼ 5.15). Both these results are
considered strong evidence for the null hypothesis.
With regard to recognition, we found significant group-level

differences in recognition discriminability and number of false

positive errors, including both semantic and unrelated false

positives. The MAPT group was significantly weaker than non-

carriers at discriminating between targets and distractor

items. Although estimates indicated that GRN also had a dis-

criminability weakness compared to non-carriers, wide confi-

dence intervals indicated high variability in the GRN group, and

the difference was not statistically significant. Poor discrimi-

nability appeared to be driven by over endorsement of dis-

tractor items, rather than missing the targets, as the ‘correct

hits’ omnibus test was not significant and all mean group dif-

ferences were <1 (indicating limited clinical impact). However,

the MAPT group made significantly more false positive errors

than non-carriers. Estimates indicated that the GRN group also

had an increase in false positives compared to non-carriers,

though this did not reach significance. A breakdown of error

types revealed that both MAPT and GRN made more unrelated

false positives than non-carriers. Estimates suggested that the

MAPT alsomademore semantically-related false positives than

non-carriers and the GRN group, though these differences were

not statistically significant. Response bias showed significant

difference at the group level, with GRN having a stronger bias

towards ‘yes’ responses than non-carriers.

We found divergent results on the additional tasks

assessing episodic memory: the percentage of information

recalled after a delay on the Benson Figure and Craft Story. On

the Benson Figure, the MAPT group recalled significantly less

figure information than non-carriers, and there was a

numerically similar MAPT versus GRN difference though

confidence intervals were wide. However, there were no sig-

nificant omnibus differences on the Craft Story, and large

confidence intervals preclude interpretation. In terms of lan-

guage, group differences were found on the MINT (naming),

with the MAPT group performing below non-carriers and the

C9orf72 group, suggesting some degree of naming difficulty in

the MAPT group. The MINT has a ceiling effect so a group

difference of twowordsmay be clinically informative. Trails A

also showed group differences, but estimates indicated that it

was the C9orf72 group that was >5 s slower than non-carriers,

MAPT, and GRN. This indicates a potential problem with pro-

cessing speed in C9orf72 repeat expansion carriers. In terms of

executive functioning, measured via Trails B, there were sig-

nificant group-level differences in time (seconds) and errors,

as well as the Trails B/A ratio score. This time, the GRN group

was the lowest performing group: GRN mutation carriers

were an estimated 30e40 s slower than non-carriers and

MAPT mutation carriers, and also made more errors than

non-carriers and MAPT mutation carriers. GRN carriers also

had a significantly higher Trails B/A ratio (worse perfor-

mance) than non-carriers and the C9orf72 group. In terms of

visuospatial skills, there were no significant group differ-

ences on the Benson Figure Copy, but the GRN group scored

almost 1 point less than non-carriers, and >1 point less than

MAPT, which may have clinical significance. There were no

significant group differences on letter or category fluency,

with wide confidence intervals and small estimated group

differences (<3.4 on letter fluency, <2.2 on category fluency).

Likewise, there were no significant group differences on

Number Span forward or backward, and again large



Table 2 e Neuropsychological test scores for the MAPT, GRN, and C9orf72 groups and non-carriers: raw means (standard
deviations) shown.

Non-carriers n ¼ 143 MAPT n ¼ 23 GRN n ¼ 15 C9orf72 n ¼ 19

Memory Tests

CVLT-SF

Immediate recall (/36) 29.17 (3.72) 26.14 (7.27)* 27.40 (6.05) 28.06 (4.96)

Delayed Free Recall (/9) 7.29 (1.68) 5.64 (3.06)* 6.73 (2.79) 7.24 (1.75)y
% Retention 88.91 (16.79) 66.90 (36.03)* 84.79 (29.34)y 86.52 (26.37)y
Cued Recall (/9) 7.59 (1.42) 6.36 (2.95)* 7.20 (2.24) 7.47 (1.84)

Intrusions .44 (.84) .96 (1.36) .60 (1.60) .28 (.83)

Recognition Discriminability (0e1) .96 (.06) .90 (.15)* .90 (.19) .94 (.09)

Recognition Hits (/9) 8.61 (.72) 8.27 (1.42) 8.60 (.83) 8.35 (.79)

Recognition False Positives .64 (1.15) 2.00 (2.94)* 2.33 (4.37) 1.12 (2.31)

Semantically-related FPs .53 (1.00) 1.36 (1.94) 1.53 (2.80) .94 (1.98)

Unrelated FPs .11 (.36) .59 (1.46)* .80 (1.86)* .18 (.39)

Response Bias .53 (.13) .65 (.33) .84 (.74)* .58 (.33)

Benson Figure

% Retention 81.55 (16.19) 72.00 (24.42) 79.17 (13.07) 75.34 (18.04)

Craft Story

% Retention (verbatim) 91.07 (15.44) 81.79 (32.09) 85.13 (15.57) 88.67 (16.69)

Other Cognitive Tests

Multilingual Naming Test

Raw/32 30.24 (1.63) 28.26 (3.49)* 29.73 (1.53) 29.90 (1.70)

Trail Making

A (sec) 23.92 (8.45) 25.09 (7.20) 29.53 (6.17) 33.90 (14.56)*

B (sec) 58.23 (26.58) 67.00 (32.07) 109.67 (84.79)*y 82.84 (30.35)

Trails B Errors .28 (.55) .22 (.42) 1.00 (1.46)*y .53 (.70)

B/A ratio 2.48 (.83) 2.64 (.92) 3.51 (2.17)* 2.62 (.86)

Verbal Fluency

Category (Animals) 23.36 (5.68) 21.22 (5.10) 20.93 (6.81) 21.16 (5.11)

Letter (FþL) 28.68 (7.93) 27.83 (9.25) 24.73 (10.19) 25.37 (7.19)

Number Span

Forward 9.02 (2.39) 9.17 (2.17) 7.53 (2.30) 8.26 (2.31)

Backward 7.83 (2.39) 8.00 (2.70) 6.40 (2.90) 7.74 (2.31)

Benson Figure Copy (/17) 15.84 (1.15) 16.00 (.95) 14.87 (1.77) 15.47 (1.31)

MoCA Total Score (/30) 27.18 (2.13) 25.65 (3.58) 24.27 (4.22)* 25.84 (3.13)

Note. * ¼ significant difference versus non-carriers pTukey < .05; y ¼ significant difference versusMAPT pTukey < .05. Analyses are adjusted for age.

FPs ¼ False Positives. CVLT-SF ¼ California Verbal Learning Test Short Form. MoCA ¼ Montreal Cognitive Assessment.
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confidence intervals for the estimates. Finally, group-level

differences were found on the MoCA total score, with the

GRN group scoring significantly lower than non-carriers,

suggesting that global cognition was reduced. The esti-

mated MAPT versus non-carrier and C9orf72 versus non-

carrier differences were <1.5 points and not significant.

Taken together, these results hint at gene-specific cognitive

profiles. To aid clinicians in determining whether group

means on the NACC UDS v.3.0 neuropsychological tests fell

into the range of clinical impairment, we have provided

figures in the Supplementary Material depicting the data in

terms of USA-specific, age-, sex-, and education-adjusted z-

scores (Kornak et al., 2019) (see Supplementary Figure 1).

3.3. Exploratory analyses

The analyses above suggest that MAPT and GRN mutation

carriers both have some degree of difficulty relative to non-

carriers on CVLT-SF recognition discriminability, endorsing

more false positive responses. False positive errors may

occur due to memory problems, executive deficits, or lan-

guage/semantic dysfunction (e.g., Flanagan et al., 2016; van

den Berg et al., 2020). To explore these potential
contributing factors in the MAPT and GRN groups, we ran a

series of exploratory analyses using MINT total score as a

measure of naming/semantic memory, Benson

Figure percent recall as a measure of nonverbal episodic

memory (because Figure memory is less likely to be

confounded by semantic impairment), and Trails B/A ratio

as a measure of executive function.

Firstly, we re-ran the between-groups (MAPT vs GRN vs

C9orf72 vs non-carriers) ANCOVA analysis above, with CVLT-SF

recognition discriminability as the outcome variable, and either

MINT score, Figure Recall, or Trails B/A ratio added as a covar-

iate (alongside demographics), to see whether the group dif-

ferences in recognition discriminability held when these other

cognitive functions were taken into account. WhenMINT score

was added as a covariate, the omnibus group difference in

recognition memory discriminability was no longer significant

[F (3,183) ¼ 1.08, p ¼ .357], though MINT was a significant co-

variate (p < .001). The MAPT group was no longer significantly

below non-carriers (Mean Difference ¼ �.02, 95% CI ¼ �.08, .03,

pTukey ¼ .673). When Figure recall was added as a covariate, the

omnibus group difference in recognition memory remained

significant [F (3,181) ¼ 2.99, p ¼ .033], and Figure Recall was a

significant covariate (p < .001). The MAPT versus non-carrier



Table 3 e Results of the ANCOVAs and post hoc comparisons for main analyses of neuropsychological data.

Omnibus test Post hoc comparisons

F-Statistic (df), p-value Estimated mean difference 95% CI
Lower, Upper

pTukey

Memory Tests

CVLT-SF

Immediate recall F(3,187) ¼ 2.71, p ¼ .046 MAPT < non-carriers: �2.89 �5.51, �.26 .025

Delayed Free Recall F(3,186) ¼ 4.51, p ¼ .004 MAPT < non-carriers: �1.60 ¡2.75, �.44 .003

MAPT < C9orf72: �1.84 ¡3.51, �.16 .025

MAPT < GRN: �1.59 �3.28, .15 .086

% Retention F(3,187) ¼ 6.32, p < .001 MAPT < non-carriers: �21.43 ¡34.32, �8.55 < .001

MAPT < C9orf72: �21.01 ¡39.22, �2.80 .017

MAPT < GRN: �21.74 ¡41.07, �2.41 .021

Cued Recall F(3,185) ¼ 3.11, p ¼ .028 MAPT < non-carriers: �1.16 ¡2.18, �.14 .019

MAPT < C9orf72: �1.32 �2.79, .16 .098

MAPT < GRN: �1.26 �2.79, .28 .148

Intrusions F (3,187) ¼ 2.36, p ¼ .073

Discriminability F(3,184) ¼ 3.71, p ¼ .013 MAPT < non-carriers: �.06 ¡.12, �.01 .017

GRN < non-carriers: �.05 �.11, .02 .273

Recognition Hits F (3,185) ¼ 1.49, p ¼ .220

Recognition FPs F(3,184) ¼ 4.36, p ¼ .005 MAPT < non-carriers: 1.30 .13, 2.47 .023

GRN < non-carriers: 1.38 �.06, 2.82 .066

Semantic FPs F(3,184) ¼ 2.87, p ¼ .038 MAPT < non-carriers: .81 �.05, 1.67 .073

GRN < non-carriers: .76 �.30, 1.82 .251

Unrelated FPs F(3,184) ¼ 4.67, p ¼ .004 MAPT < non-carriers: .49 .02, .96 .037

GRN < non-carriers: .62 .04, 1.20 .030

Response Bias F(3,184) ¼ 5.37, p ¼ .001 GRN < non-carriers: .29 .09, .49 .001

Benson Figure % retention F (3,191) ¼ 2.55, p ¼ .057 MAPT < non-carriers: �10.09 ¡20.03, �.14 .045

MAPT < GRN: �12.35 �27.25, 2.56 .142

Craft Story % retention F (3,192) ¼ 1.96, p ¼ .121

Other Cognitive Tests

Multilingual Naming Test F(3,193) ¼ 8.34, p < .001 MAPT < non-carriers: �2.08 ¡3.16, �.99 < .001

MAPT < C9orf72: �1.90 ¡3.42, �.38 .008

Trails A (sec) F(3,193) ¼ 4.94, p ¼ .002 C9orf72 < non-carriers: 8.12 2.60, 13.64 .001

C9orf72 < MAPT: 6.58 �.43, 13.59 .075

C9orf72 < GRN: 5.62 �2.07, 13.31 .224

Trails B (sec) F(3,193) ¼ 6.75, p < .001 GRN < non-carriers: 40.30 15.68, 64.93 < .001

GRN < MAPT: 30.58 .78, 60.38 .042

Trails B Errors F(3,193) ¼ 3.73, p ¼ .012 GRN < non-carriers: .59 .11, 1.06 .010

GRN < MAPT: .66 .09, 1.24 .017

B/A ratio F(3,193) ¼ 3.58, p ¼ .015 GRN < non-carriers: .89 .17, 1.62 .009

GRN < C9orf72: .90 .01, 1.79 .046

Category Fluency F (3,192) ¼ 1.40, p ¼ .243

Letter Fluency F (3,192) ¼ .94, p ¼ .422

Number Span Forward F (3,191) ¼ 1.37, p ¼ .254

Number Span Backward F (3,191) ¼ 1.05, p ¼ .372

Benson Figure Copy F (3, 192) ¼ 2.37 p ¼ .072

MoCA Total F(3,193) ¼ 6.06, p < .001 GRN < non-carriers: �2.66 ¡4.54, �.78 .002

MAPT < non-carriers: �1.35 �2.86, .15 .095

C9orf72 < non-carriers: �1.10 �2.76, .56 .318

Note. Bold denotes statistically significantly difference between groups at a¼ .05. CI¼ Tukey adjusted confidence interval. Analyses are adjusted

for age. < denotes poorer performance, regardless of whether better performance is related to higher raw scores (e.g., retention) or lower raw

scores (e.g., errors). Only post hoc comparisons discussed in text are presented here, for full set of post hoc comparisons seeSupplemental

Tables 1 and 2 CVLT-SF ¼ California Verbal Learning Test Short Form. MoCA ¼ Montreal Cognitive Assessment.
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group was no longer significantly below non-carriers (Mean

Difference ¼ �.05, 95% CI ¼ �.10, .00, pTukey ¼ .084), yet the

estimated GRN versus non-carrier difference in recognition

discriminability did not change, suggesting a potential small

role for nonverbal episodic memory in the MAPT but not the

GRN group. When Trails B/A ratio was added as a covariate, the

omnibus group difference in recognition memory discrimina-

bility remained significant [F (3,181) ¼ 3.01, p ¼ .031], and Trails

B/A ratio was a significant covariate (p < .001). However, in this
case, the MAPT versus non-carrier group difference remained

significant and essentially unchanged (Mean Difference ¼ �.06,

95% CI ¼ �.11, �.01, pTukey ¼ .022), but the GRN Marginal Mean

increased to .93 (unadjusted ¼ .90; see Table 2). This tentatively

suggests that executive functionwas a contributing factor in the

GRN but not MAPT group.

Secondly, Spearman’s partial correlations (controlling for

age, sex, education) between the CVLT-SF recognition dis-

criminability index and MINT score, Figure Recall, and Trails
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B/A ratio within the MAPT and GRN carrier groups. In the

MAPT group, there were small to medium sized correlations

between recognition discriminability and MINT score

(rSpearman ¼ .23) and Figure recall (rSpearman ¼ .36), numerically

larger than the correlation with Trails B/A ratio (rSpearman-

¼ �.12). By contrast, in the GRN group, numerically the largest

correlation was between discriminability and Trails B/A ratio

(rSpearman ¼ �.55), and a moderately sized correlation between

discriminability and MINT (rSpearman ¼ .40). There was no

indication of any relationship between discriminability and

Figure Recall in the GRN group (rSpearman ¼ .08).

None of the correlations reached statistical significance in

these small samples, and the values should be interpreted with

high caution given the group sizes. However, taken together,

these analyses tentatively suggest that semantic/language and

episodicmemory dysfunctionmay be contributing toweakened

CVLT-SF recognition discriminability in the MAPT group; we

found no evidence that executive dysfunction was a factor. In

contrast, executive dysfunction appeared to be most strongly

related to weakened CVLT-SF recognition performance in the

GRN group, with a smaller potential role of semantic

dysfunction.

Finally, although the focus of our exploratory analyses was

on recognition memory, we note that the recall aspects of the

CVLT-SF, such as immediate and cued recall, as well as per-

centage of words retained after a delay, may be influenced by

semantic and/or executive dysfunction. When the ANCOVA

analyseswith CVLT-SF recallmetrics as the outcome variables

were re-runwith naming (MINT) added as a covariate, only the

percentage of words retained after a delay remained signifi-

cant [F (3,186) ¼ 2.74, p ¼ .045], with the MAPT group per-

forming below non-carriers (Mean Difference ¼ �13.91, 95%

CI ¼ �26.98, �.85, pTukey ¼ .032). Consistent with our explor-

atory CVLT-SF recognition findings, this hints at a role of se-

mantic dysfunction but this deficit does not appear to fully

explain the findings in MAPT mutation carriers. When Trails

B/A ratio was entered as a covariate, all omnibus group dif-

ferences remained significant (all p < .05).
4. Discussion

Studying the earliest or prodromal phase of bvFTD has proven

challenging for the field. Sporadic cases of bvFTDare commonly

misdiagnosed (Lanata & Miller, 2016; Woolley, Khan, Murthy,

Miller, & Rankin, 2011), and tend only to come to the attention

of FTD specialistswhen they are past the prodromal phase. This

underscores the value of genetic mutation carriers, whom we

can track through symptom onset and early disease (Tavares

et al., 2020). The current study investigated whether episodic

memory weaknesses, on list learning in particular, might signal

early cognitive difficulties in carriers of a pathogenic variant of

theMAPT,GRN, or C9orf72 geneswhowill likely go on to develop

bvFTD, and whether recall difficulties in any of the three carrier

groups could be overcome by a recognition cue; that is, whether

memory difficulties exist primarily at the level of retrieval or

storage. We further aimed to characterize the cognitive profiles
of the three carrier groups by examining performance on other

neuropsychological tests.

Although previous studies have reported reduced perfor-

mance on list learning tasks in preclinical carriers of all three

disease-causing genes, we found MAPT mutation carriers to

perform the weakest on the CVLT-SF. This was true for recall

and recognition-based metrics derived from the task. Previ-

ous findings regarding recognition memory in MAPT carriers

are mixed: in one longitudinal study of cognitive function in

the years leading to symptom onset, MAPT carriers did not

show significant decline on Rey Auditory Verbal Learning Test

recognition (Jiskoot et al., 2018), but another cross-sectional

study reported significantly lower recognition memory per-

formance in preclinical and early symptomaticMAPT carriers

compared to non-carrier controls (Cheran et al., 2019). We

replicated the Cheran et al. (2019) finding of low recognition

memory discriminability; however, the authors did not report

target misses versus false positives. In the current study, we

observed an over endorsement of distractors as targets (false

positive errors) rather than targetmisses. False positive errors

may occur for several possible reasons, including forgetting

the material, executive deficits (e.g., ‘disinhibited’ or persev-

erative responding), problems with language (e.g., semantics

or concept representations), or any combination of these.

Increased false positives have been documented in both

Alzheimer’s disease and bvFTD (Ricci, Graef, Blundo, &Miller,

2012; van den Berg et al., 2020), and there is evidence that both

memory and executive processes are associated with high

false positive rates (Flanagan et al., 2016). Further, weaker

language skills are associated with lower recognition dis-

criminability in bvFTD (van den Berg et al., 2020), which is

particularly relevant for verbally-mediated memory tasks

such as the CVLT. It is difficult to fully disentangle the relative

contributions of memory, executive, and language skills in

the context of a single list learning test, but examining per-

formance on other cognitive tasks may provide some insight.

In our study,MAPTmutation carriers were the only genetic

group to perform worse than non-carriers on naming.

Increasing evidence suggests that semantic memory deficits,

which can contribute to impaired naming, are often present in

MAPT mutation carriers (Grossman, 2010; Pickering-Brown

et al., 2008; Snowden et al., 2015), and some degree of

naming dysfunction has been documented in MAPT mutation

carriers at the presymptomatic or prodromal disease stage

(Cheran et al., 2019; Jiskoot et al., 2018; Rohrer et al., 2015). In

addition, in the current study, MAPT mutation carriers per-

formed significantly lower than non-carriers on the nonverbal

episodic memory task (Benson Figure recall % retained), and

group difference estimates supported the clinical impact of

this (>10% less figure retained after a delay in theMAPT group

vs non-carriers and GRN). Nonverbal memory is less likely to

be confounded by semantic impairment. By contrast, we did

not find evidence of executive dysfunction in theMAPT group.

Taken together, it seems that the discriminability weakness in

MAPT carriers, specifically the high number of false positive

errors, reflects some degree of semantic disruption as well as

genuine memory difficulty. The exploratory analyses tenta-

tively support this suggestion, but we cannot truly disentangle
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the contributions of other cognitive skills in this limited

sample.4 Overall, our MAPT results are consistent with a

temporal lobe-predominant disorder, supported by neuro-

imaging findings of early atrophy in the anterior and medial

temporal lobes (Domı́nguez-Vivero et al., 2020; Greaves &

Rohrer, 2019; Olney et al., 2020; Rohrer et al., 2010). This may

explain some of the heterogeneity in the literature regarding

episodic memory in bvFTD: a MAPT mutation might be a risk

factor for early memory decline due to anteromedial temporal

lobe neurodegeneration.

In contrast to MAPT, we did not find that GRN mutation

carriers had statistically significant difficulty relative to

controls with recall or recognition discriminability on the

CVLT-SF. However, inspection of the means and group dif-

ference estimates (Table 2, Appendix A Figures) shows that,

on average, GRN mutation carriers performed similarly to

MAPT mutation carriers in terms of discriminability, sug-

gesting some degree of weakness. GRN mutation carriers

also made significantly more unrelated false positive errors

than non-carriers. The fact that the discriminability differ-

ence between GRN mutation carriers and controls was not

statistically significant appears to be due to wider variability

in performance. In fact, of the three disease-causing genes,

GRN is the most diverse in clinical presentation, and great

variability in cognitive profiles has been documented (Le Ber

et al., 2008). This is consistent with atrophy patterns in GRN,

which may be widespread and asymmetrical, with some

divergence in cognitive profiles documented in left versus

right dominant atrophy (Le Ber et al., 2008); this stands in

contrast to the circumscribed symmetrical atrophy patterns

characteristic of MAPT (Rohrer et al., 2010; Rohrer & Warren,

2011). It may be that a subset of GRN mutation carriers pre-

sent with a truly amnestic cognitive profile (Brouwers et al.,

2007; Kelley et al., 2010). However, we did not find evidence

for this upon close inspection of each individual in our cur-

rent cohort. Rather, low recognition discriminability in GRN

mutation carriers appeared to be driven by a high number of

false positive errors, reflective of a dysexecutive syndrome.

Consistent with previous research (Pickering-Brown et al.,

2008; Poos et al., 2020), our GRN group was the most dysex-

ecutive of the three carrier groups, performing poorly on an

executive test of set-shifting (Trails B). Notably, the GRN

group had significantly higher Trails B/A ratios than non-

carriers, suggesting that the executive difficulty could not

be accounted for by slowed psychomotor speed. A ratio score

of >3 is thought to reflect a clinical impairment of set-

shifting, validated against other cognitive switching tasks

(Arbuthnott & Frank, 2000), and the GRN group Mean was 3.5

(C9orf72 Mean ¼ 2.6; MAPT Mean ¼ 2.6). Further, the GRN

group showed a significantly more liberal response bias on

the recognition portion of the CVLT-SF than non-carriers,

which lends support to a dysexecutive profile (van den

Berg et al., 2020).
4 We also note that semantic dysfunction likely contributed to
the MAPT group performing lower than the GRN and C9orf72
groups on other CVLT-SF metrics, such as immediate, cued, and
delayed recall, though semantic deficits do not entirely explain
the relative CVLT-SF weakness in the MAPT group (see Explor-
atory Analyses).
Interestingly, while theoretically executive dysfunction is

linked to false positive errors, set-shifting (the aspect of ex-

ecutive functioningmeasured by Trails B) has not been a focus

of previous research; rather, verbal disinhibition is the facet of

executive function most closely linked to false positive list

learning errors (Flanagan et al., 2016). However, a set-shifting

problem may lead to difficulty switching between ‘yes’ and

‘no’ responses as the task demands. Unfortunately, we did not

have any standard neuropsychological measures of verbal

response inhibition (e.g., Stroop, Hayling test) in the current

study. It is possible that such a measure would have been

more strongly related to false positive errors in the GRN group,

and we may have found a relationship in the MAPT group as

well. This remains an open question for future research, and

underscores the importance of including multiple tests of

executive function in the assessment of prodromal bvFTD, for

clinical and theoretical reasons.

In comparison to MAPT and GRN mutations, cognitive defi-

cits associated with C9orf72 repeat expansions have been

described as ‘milder’ and more ‘diffuse’ (Poos et al., 2020). Our

current findings do not challenge that position; numerically the

C9orf72 group scored the highest of the three carrier groups

across all CVLT-SF metrics, the Craft Story, and MINT, sug-

gesting that verbal and memory skills remained relatively pre-

served; small estimated group differences (vs non-carriers)

support this. In fact, the only test on which C9orf72 group per-

formed below non-carriers and other genetic groups was Trails

A. Slowed processing speed in the absence of other deficits is

consistent with widespread mild neurodegeneration, and

indeed neuroimaging studies of C9orf72 repeat expansion car-

riers have reported degeneration encompassing frontal and

temporal lobes, as well as subcortical areas and the cerebellum

(Mahoney, Downey, et al., 2012).

Somewhat unexpectedly, we did not find significant dif-

ferences on verbal fluency tasks among any of the three car-

rier groups and non-carriers, although wide confidence

intervals highlight variability. It is well established that pa-

tients with bvFTD exhibit verbal initiation and generation

dysfunction on both phonemic/letter and semantic/category

fluency tasks (Libon et al., 2009; Rascovsky, Salmon, Hansen,

Thal, & Galasko, 2007; Staffaroni, Bajorek, et al., 2020), even

at the prodromal stage (Cheran et al., 2019; Jiskoot et al., 2018).

It may be that longitudinal declines on fluency tasks are more

informative than single assessments, but this is speculative.

Another domain where no significant differences between

mutation carriers and non-carriers were foundwas digit span,

though again variability and wide confidence intervals incite

caution in interpretation. Rohrer et al. (2015) reported that

Digit Span backward showed the earliest decline for GRN

mutation carriers. In the current study, numerically the GRN

group performed the lowest so it is possible we were under-

powered to detect a statistically significant difference.

A major question for future research remains: how do we

translate findings from genetic cohorts to sporadic bvFTD?

One recent paper suggested that familial and sporadic bvFTD

are clinically similar, and therefore clinical tools developed

in the context of familial bvFTD may be applicable to spo-

radic cases (Heuer et al., 2020). However, whether this is true

for the prodrome presentation remains an open question,

and our current results show little consistency between the
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prodromal cognitive profiles of the three main autosomal

dominant genetic mutation carrying genes. Identifying the

cognitive prodrome of sporadic bvFTD is an ongoing effort in

the field. It is possible that with disease progression, the

different mutations converge into a more homogenous

cognitive profile, but, with clinical trials imminent, the

earliest cognitive markers of decline are of high importance.

These findings should be taken into account when devel-

oping outcome measures for trials, as subtle differences

among cognitive profiles in different mutations have impli-

cations for clinical trial endpoints. Furthermore, the current

findings are applicable to early cognitive management stra-

tegies in cases where genetic status is known, and longitu-

dinal analyses will be valuable in investigating this.

As with any study of rare genetic mutation carriers, the

conclusions are limited by small sample sizes. Given the sta-

tistical trends in the data, it is likely that we were underpow-

ered to detect differences betweenmutation carrier groups on

most of the cognitive measures, hence our focus on estimates

and confidence intervals. However, our sample sizes are

comparable to influential studies in the field (Rohrer et al.,

2015), and our results are strengthened by matching the ge-

netic groups for disease severity. Furthermore, wemaximized

phenotypic homogeneity in the genetic groups by excluding

motor and language phenotypes, rendering our results highly

applicable to the cognitive prodrome of bvFTD. However, we

acknowledge the significant overlap between clinical FTLD

phenotypes (Murley et al., 2020), and we cannot rule out the

possibility that a portion of our prodromal carrierswill go on to

develop motor and language phenotypes (i.e., not bvFTD). Our

conclusions are also limited by the fact that our study design

was cross-sectional, lending itself to simple analyses thatwere

not corrected formultiple comparisons (tominimize the risk of

Type II error in this small sample size). It is promising that

through national and international consortia, future studies

will have access to larger numbers of longitudinally-followed

FTLD cases, with clinical and cognitive data, on which more

complex statistical modelling can be performed.

Characterizing the earliest cognitive markers of disease in

geneticmutation carriers is of high clinical and research impor-

tance. Identifying specific cognitive weaknesses early in the

disease course can inform clinicalmanagement strategies. Car-

riers of FTLD-associated geneticmutations are rare, but provide

an invaluable opportunity to examine anddefine theprodromal

disease stage. Taken together, our findings suggest that list

learning tasks, particularly recall and recognition, may be sen-

sitive cognitive markers for incipient bvFTD, most reliably for

MAPTmutation carriers but potentially also for a subset of GRN

mutationcarriers.However,weemphasizethatresultsshouldbe

interpreted in the context of the broader cognitive profile

(including other episodic memory tasks) and genetic results if

known, and we highlight that the utility of list learning tasks in

distinguishing early FTD from Alzheimer’s disease is question-

able (Flanagan et al., 2016). Our findings also add to the growing

body of literature demonstrating distinct cognitive profiles in

carriers of a pathogenic variant of the MAPT, GRN, or C9orf72

genes.Overall,wefoundpoornamingandepisodicmemorytobe

characteristic of MAPT mutation carriers, predominant execu-

tive dysfunction in GRN mutation carriers, mildly slowed pro-

cessing speed inC9orf72 repeat expansion carriers.
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Appendix A
Figure A e Bar plots showing mean performance on CVLT-SF metrics, compared across genetic carrier (MAPT, GRN, C9orf72)

and non-carrier groups. Descriptive only (uncorrected). Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals. Raw data depicted in

gray.



Figure A e (Continued).
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